
Users of  
Cloud Fleet  
Manager

Users of CFM are happy

Users of CFM are relaxed

They can organise internal  
structures more efficiently

They can simply make external  
partners part of all processes

They can cut back on IT-spend

They can streamline and  
accelerate processes

They have a single source of 
truth, accessible for all employees

They have access to mobile apps  
for management on the move

They always have an overview of  
everything relevant to their business

They can minimise effort for  
communication

They have access to their  
data regardless of location

They use a system without costly  
and time-consuming trainings

They don’t have to take care of 
hardware or maintenance

They can drastically reduce email 
traffic and thereby data volume

They can handle all different aspects 
of their business in one system

They have a variety of automatically 
generated reports at their disposal



About Hanseaticsoft

Version 1.0

Hanseaticsoft was founded in 2009 by Alexander Buch- 

mann. Buchmann and his team draw on several years 

of experience in the software department of a medi-

um-sized shipping company in Hamburg, the third 

largest container harbour in Europe. In Hanseaticsoft,  

the idea of a new software concept was finally re- 

alised: giving enterprises access to new and efficient 

technologies by means of intuitive software solutions.  

Today Hanseaticsoft has more than 60 employees. It  

is now part of Lloyd’s Register Group, one of the  

world’s leading providers of professional services for 

engineering and technology – improving safety and 

increasing the performance of critical infrastructure  

for clients in over 75 countries worldwide. 

www.cloudfleetmanager.com

Users of CFM are confident

Their processes are digitalised and automated

They can react quickly to any circumstances

They can focus on their essential tasks

Users of CFM are 

at the forefront of shipping

They know that their data is 
always accurate

They don’t need to invest in  
costly trainings for their staff

Their processes and activities are 
transparent and comprehensible 

Their respective account  
managers are always at hand

https://hanseaticsoft.com/

